
  

 

Educational/Professional Memberships 

 Representative of ICC Philippines to the ICC International Court of Arbitration  

 President Emeritus, Philippine Dispute Resolution Center, Inc.; 

 Secretary and Member, Board of Trustees, Foundation for the Enhancement of Legal Education; 

 Accredited arbitrator of the Construction Industry Arbitration Commission; 

 Trustee, Philippine Institute of Construction Arbitrators and Mediators, Inc.;  

 Appellate Court Mediator accredited by the Supreme Court of the Philippines. 

 A regular lecturer on domestic and international commercial arbitration” in Mandatory Continuing Legal 
Education [MCLE] Seminars for the University of the Philippines’ Institute of Judicial Administration, Ateneo de 
Manila University, the Integrated Bar of the Philippines, including its provincial and city chapters, Chan Robles, 
and for MCLE service providers 

Current Position 

Of-counsel to the Parlade, Hildawa, Parlade, Eco  and Panga Law offices 

Professional Experience 

 He is a lawyer admitted to the practice of law in the Philippines since 1960.  

 He was an in-house counsel, with the rank of vice president-legal, of an investment firm that was involved in 
the acquisition and management of both local and foreign firms  

 He was involved in the negotiation and eventual acquisition of a New York-based firm that managed and 
operated its subsidiaries in the United States, Mexico, the United Kingdom and the Philippines  

 He was in-house counsel, with the rank of vice president of a major construction firm in the Philippines that 
had projects in Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Iran, Kuwait, Abu Dhabi, Libya, Egypt, Yemen, India, Thailand, Malaysia and 
Indonesia 

Arbitration Experience 

 He became an accredited CIAC arbitrator in 1992 and had arbitrated more than 100 cases usually as chairman 
of a tribunal or sole arbitrator and in a few cases as co-arbitrator with several major disputes under the rules 
of the Philippine Dispute  

 Resolution Center, Inc. as chairman of a tribunal involving claims  ranging from  P100 million to close to P1 
billion pesos  

 He is co-arbitrator in one case in a second for ad hoc arbitration involving a foreign-affiliated company and an 
agency of the Philippine Government, and chairman in a second case filed by a government agency as a 
foreign company 

 He was chair of four (4) ICC cases; 1. case involved several parties from Serbia and the respondent was a 
Chinese company 2. case involved a Thai company and a government agency in Vientiane, Laos 3. Case 
between two Thai companies and the place of arbitration was Bangkok, Thailand 4. involved Philippine 
companies and the arbitration hearings were held in Makati City, Philippines. 

 He is also co-arbitrator of two ICC arbitration cases between Philippine parties., one in Singapore  and the 
other in Makati City, Philippines 

 He is co-arbitrator in a SIAC arbitration by a foreign company against a Philippine company 

 He is one of two-Philippine arbitrators included in the Who’s Who in International Arbitration published by 
the Globe Arbitration Review 

Publications 

Surname, First name  PARLADE, CUSTODIO OSTONAL 

Address 26th Floor, the Orient Square Building, F. Ortigas Ave 
(Formerly Emerald Ave.), Ortigas Center, Pasig City, 
Philippines 

Telephone (632)687-5362 / (632) 867-7824  

Fax (632)687-4745 

Email gingparlade@yahoo.com / coparlade@phpeplaw.com 

Nationality/ Date of Birth Filipino, April 11, 1931 
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1. “Construction Arbitration” (Rex 1997) “The Law and Practice of Conciliation and Arbitration of Construction 
Disputes” (Rex 2002); and “Alternative Dispute Resolution Act of 2004, Annotated” (Central Professional 
Books, Inc. 2004). “The Law and Practice of CIAC Arbitration” (Central Professional Books, 
2011)“International and Domestic Arbitration” (Central Professional Books, 2011 

2. He contributed the Chapter on Arbitration in the Philippines in “Arbitration in Asia” published by 
Butterworth/Freshfields. and in its later edition by Juris Publishing, Inc. 

3. He also contributed the chapter Arbitral Awards in “The Asian Leading Arbitrators’ Guide to International 
Arbitration”, edited by Michael Pryles and Michael J. Moser, published [2007] by Juris Publishing.  

Languages 

English / Filipino 
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